
Swimming And Weight Loss Report
How I lost 8.2% of my body weight in 6 weeks

By Brenton Ford

Disclaimer: These results aren’t typical and nothing that I mention in this report should be considered as health or dietary 
advice. I’m simply  explaining the actions I took and the results  I got. You should see a doctor before beginning any 
training or dietary  program. I link to some resources and programs in this report which I  may receive a commission for. I 
only recommend things I personally use and/or recommend to my own swimmers.
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Hi swimmers and triathletes, 

This  report reveals how I lost 8.2% of my body weight in 6 weeks as a result of swimming 
and related training. 

It’s my story of how I came back from a holiday weighing 86kg’s, and in 6 weeks weighed 
in at 79kg after starting a new training program. 

I’m not pitching anything here, just the idea of becoming healthier with swimming. 

I will mention resources that you might find useful but they’re by no means required. 

Your success depends on you!

Since dropping the extra kilo’s  I’ve been swimming MUCH faster, feeling better and have 
become more productive. More on that later. For now, let’s  take a look at what I did look 
like.

Relaxing during a SwimTrek: Weighing in at 86kg on a holiday in 
Turkey. Not overweight, but heavier than what I should be and 
carrying a bit of extra weight around the waist.

Now, I wasn’t necessarily ‘large’ but I had packed on a few extra kilo’s from recent holidays 
and some terrible eating patterns  (we’re talking a 6-pack of donuts after training kind of 
terrible). 

I still felt I was fit and had decent strength, but looking back now I was carrying much more 
than I needed. 

How it started

I was on a SwimTrek holiday in Kas, Turkey. It’s a 7 day swimming holiday where you 
swim between 5-8km’s a day around beautiful parts of the Turkish coast. 
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I was really enjoying swimming, and after two days  my stroke was feeling smooth, strong 
and I’d found a good rhythm. 

It reminded me how much I loved training full-time as a teenager, and the challenge of 
setting a season goal and working my butt off training for it. 

It was there in Turkey that I decided I wanted to qualify for the Olympic trials in 9 months 
time.

That was my big goal that would get up early in the morning and push me to almost 
throwing up in training. 

I didn’t set out to “lose X kilos”, I had bigger more motivating goal attached to it (after a few 
weeks of training I set a goal weight which I worked towards, but that was simply a sub 
goal that would help me qualify for the Olympic trials).

So if 79kg is my ideal weight...how did I I blow out to 86kg...and not even take notice of the 
extra weight?

That’s the easy part! 

Eating a LOT of junk and not exercising enough to keep me at my ideal weight. Now I 
thought I was doing okay, I was training 3 times a week for over an hour and doing 4-5km 
a session. I thought it would be enough to keep me fit. 

Unfortunately swimming wasn’t the only piece of the puzzle that needed to be in place to 
lose the weight.

The three aspects that resulted in weight loss were:

1. Swimming
2. Eating
3. Impact training

There’s nothing listed there that probably comes as a surprise to you. 

It get’s  hammered over and over but everyone is looking for the magic bullet for becoming 
healthy and losing weight. 

There is none. 

It’s bloody hard work, it takes time and it’s  easier not to do. But if you’re up for the 
challenge, let’s take a look at what worked for me.

Swimming
Training zones

At 86kg, I needed to burn off extra fat I was carrying and burn the carbohydrates I was 
eating each day. 
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I had to training in both the “fat-burning’ zone and the ‘aerobic’ and ‘anaerobic’ zone. 
Normally I’d switch off when hearing this sports science babble, but I took 5 minutes to 
look into what it actually meant. 

The ‘fat burning’ zone is pretty simple. 

You have maximum heart (the highest number of 
beats each minute your heart can reach).  

It’s typically 220 beats per minute minus your age. 

So if you are 40, your maximum heart rate is likely to 
be about 180. 

Your body uses mostly fat’s (rather than carbohydrates) to fuel itself when you are at 
50-70% of your maximum heart rate. 

So a 40 year old wanting to lose weight should do part of their training keeping a heart of 
90-126. 

Any training above this heart rate starts to burn more carbohydrates than fats. 

The carbohydrates is the energy you have available from the foods you have eaten prior to 
exercising. 

I would never focus only on training in the fat burning zone. 

An athlete who is  training to compete needs to be training in the aerobic and anaerobic 
zones for mid to long distance events and the maximum heart rate zone for sprint and 
middle distance events. The sets I was doing in training would cover most of these training 
zones each session. I mixed up the training to keep it interesting. 

Burning the fat: Fat and carbohydrate use as power output increases for a 
healthy 28 year old athlete. The graph begins with her heart rate at 116 and 
ends at 183.
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Technique

To be able to sustain the heart rates mentioned above, a swimmer needs to have good 
enough technique to be able to swim for long periods of time. 

A beginner will need a few months of practice to be able to get to this  level. It took me a 
few weeks of consistent training to get strong enough to swim a set at an aerobic heart 
rate level. 

When you start a training program, the first thing to 
‘blow up’ is your shoulders. In the beginning, they 
haven’t the strength to do long, hard sets. 

It takes a few weeks doing 3+ sessions weekly to get 
to a level to do this training. 

The right technique helps speed up this process.

Training partners

I only know one person who is able to train on their own and swim at a high intensity for 
those sessions. It’s better training with a friend or group.

A study has shown training with other people increases your workout intensity and gives 
you faster results. 

If you want to work hard, it helps having people who will push you. 

I have training partners who are at a similar level to me. I hate being beaten, so each time 
we have a hard set I push myself harder to beat them. I wouldn’t be able to do this without 
training partners.

Once a week wonʼt cut it

During my 86kg days, I was training three times a week. It wasn’t slack by any means, but 
it wasn’t enough if I wanted to get serious about swimming. 

You can have good results doing three session a week, but I had to step it up to 6-8 swim 
sessions a week to cut down 7kgs. 

After 3 weeks of training at this level, it became a habit. 

Waking up at 4.45am wasn’t too hard after this. 

The first few weeks  are like pushing a stationary car, but once you get it rolling it’s much 
easier to keep it going.

Steering

When I started, I knew I needed someone who was writing my training programs and 
keeping me accountable. 
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I had to have a coach who could steer me in the 
right direction. 

I needed someone keeping me accountable for 
the sessions I said I was going to do. 

Without someone directing me and telling me 
what to do, it would have made it too easy to  
give up or go off course. 

Just like having a boss at work makes you show up each day, a swim coach can do the 
same thing.

Eating
Cutting the crap

A block of chocolate a day or a six pack of iced donuts wasn’t going to do me any favors if 
I wanted to cut down weight. These were daily snacks. 

It’s no surprise I was 8% heavier than my goal weight. When I was bored or hungry I would 
eat something. 

Junk food was an easy solution. 

The way I cut the crap from my diet was to replace it 
with a better option. 

After training I started having a protein drink. I kept a 
bag of almonds in the car for when I was hungry. I 
kept healthy snacks  in the house instead of 
chocolate. 

I knew I was going to find it difficult to stop my self 
from eating so I swapped good food for bad food.

Same Same But Different

I lapsed into bad eating habits when I didn’t know what I was going to eat. 

To fix this, I started eating the same meals each day for breakfast, lunch and dinner. 

Every morning my breakfast is  three eggs, a can of lentils and spinach (from a frozen 
packet). 

Lunch is always wraps with lettuce, tomato, avocado, cheese and either ham, tuna or fish. 

Dinner is always vegetables with fish or chicken. 

My cupboard is packed with only a few different foods because my meals were always the 
same. 
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It got a little boring but I would change some parts of each meal to keep it interesting. I 
was able to do less shopping because I knew what I needed and making meals  took less 
time (you get pretty quick at making eggs after doing every day for 6 weeks!). 

The secret to being ʻfullʼ

Training is guaranteed to do one thing...make you eat a LOT! 

I would always  eat the most crap straight after training because I justified 
it by convincing myself ‘I burnt a lot of energy so it’s okay to eat this’. 

Wrong! 

My body needed the right fuels to recover quickly and repair muscle. 

The best thing I started doing was having a protein shake within 15 minutes of training. 

It made me full for an hour afterwards and it had the right things  in it to repair my body post 
training. 

For anyone scared of putting on too much muscle with protein powder, if you are training a 
lot it won’t happen. 

The guys  with huge muscles which are useless for swimming do lots of heavy weights and 
no cardio. 

Protein powder is the most effective way I have found to refuel after training. 

Sugar hit

After dinner was always time for dessert. 

Ice-cream, apple pie or chocolate was the norm. This  had to change if I wanted to cut 
weight and get serious about swimming. 

Going cold turkey wasn’t an option. 

It was too hard. 

Instead I swapped the sugary desserts for things slightly healthier but with a bit of sugar. I 
would have muesli and yoghurt and dried fruit. 

Still not the best, but certainly better than what I was eating.

Land training

Gym

The top swimmers all do gym 2-4 times a week. 
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Strength training is now a core part of all elite training programs. 

I found lifting weights to helped with the process of 
losing weight. 

Swimming can be a great cardio workout but it’s low 
impact. 

Impact training builds better strength, especially for 
sprint and middle distance events. 

With swimmers I’ve coached, big gains have been 
made when they’ve started weight training. 

It’s easier to do with a good strength training program that’s  targeted towards swimmers 
and/or triathletes.

Running

I started running 1-2 times a week. 

It kept cardio training interesting and was a good way to tone up. 

I had a 6km course which I would time myself around. I 
ended up dropping my time more than 2 minutes  from 
when I was 84kgs to 79kgs. 

Short running sprints  also helped with sprinting in the 
pool. 

When I was at a training camp we were doing a lot of 
running sprints. 

I felt this helped get my fast twitch fibers firing and was good practice for when sprinting in 
the pool. 

Boxing

Boxing is good for cardio, power and speed. 

On a training camp I attended we would do 30 minutes of boxing a day. 

It was a good change from churning out laps at the pool. 

A week after doing daily boxing, I felt my swimming was much stronger and my sprints 
were quicker. 

I hit a new 25m PB in all four strokes which indicates that boxing is good for sprinting. 

I bought myself a set of gloves and pads so i could continue the boxing at home with a 
friend.
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Pilates

Core strength is vital for swimmers. 

I’m a big advocate of pilates and I do it at least once a week, more when I’m getting close 
to a competition. Most gyms runs pilates classes but I usually use DVD’s because I can do 
it at home and it only takes 20 minutes. 

It’s a great workout for defining your abs and flattening your stomach (for the girls). 

Results

After 6 weeks: I had shed 7kgs and was now down to 79kgs 
after changing my training program

Using the strategies mentioned in this report I was able to lose a kilogram a week for a 
period of 6 weeks. I’m now at my goal weight of 79kg. I think I will drift between 79kg and 
82kg as I now begin to put on more muscle and go through different stages of training.

My intention isn’t to just  show you pictures of me, I only have those in here to show the 
results I was  able to achieve using the things mentioned in this program. If you take on 
board one idea and implement it today, you’ll be one step closer to success.

If you’d like to get in touch with me go to EffortlessSwimming.com 

Keep swimming!

Brenton Ford
Effortless Swimming
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